
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of engineer
specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for engineer specialist

To provide guidance and expertise in the implementation and ongoing
support of complex storage, file, content or server solution installations
Provide deep technical consultancy to the customer or prospect, which is
perceived as representing real added value at their technical management
level
Maintain a specialist level of expertise in consolidated storage, file, server
solutions – including LAN or SAN connectivity and host software integration
Undertake the implementation of Hitachi storage, file, content or server
solutions – including installation, configuration and integration of component
software in complex customer environments
Engage as a technical lead of project teams under the direction of the project
lead lead assigned to those projects
Be technical lead in design questions arising during implementation,
configuration or problem determination with the customer and with the
Hitachi account or project team
Ensure highest customer satisfaction in complex environments delivering
projects in time, budget and quality
Undertake the role of technical lead for projects when assigned by manager
Brief engineers undertaking implementation and support them during
completion of that work
Provide technical liaison during proposals of complex solutions delivered by
Sales and Presales

Example of Engineer Specialist Job Description
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This position is most likely a 3-8 month assignment
Knowledge of lighting calculation software (AGI32, Visual, Dialux)
Solid academic and professional track record of accomplishment expected,
along with excellent communication and problem-solving skills
Must be a self-starter and have the ability to work with little direction
Demonstrated leadership & teamwork skills are a must
Must have working knowledge of all Microsoft Software applications


